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By Robert A. Mendelssohn

SUMMARY

~o+limensional flow tests were conducted in the 2$-by 6-foot

test section of the Langley stability tunnel on an NACA 651-0122tir-
foil with a true contou..flap and a beveled-trailing-edge flap to
determine lift, tiag, hinge moment, boundary layer, tid wake chsrac-
terietics. Lift and hinge-momnt data are presented for vericms
angles of attack and flap angles, end a limited amount of drag and
pressure+listribution data i.sgiven. Measured velocity and static-
pressure profiles at varioue positions on the airfoil end behind the
trailing edge are yresented. Theoretical boundary-layer pmamters,
computed from measured pressure distributions, me cmrpsred with tile
values determined fmm veloclty profiles.

Measurements indicated that the etatic-:,remmre gradient through
a boundary layer may be large in regions where the airfotl has a
small radius of curvatuxe and that a static-pressurerise exists at
the vertical position of minimum wake velocity for a regicm just
behind the trailing edge..

T.% theoretical and measured boundary-layer parameters were in
good egreement except near the trailing edge. Methods for bore
accurately predicting the boundary layer in this region appear to be
necessary before satisfactory estj.mationsof hin~e miments from
calculated boundary layers my be made. There ik also a possibility
that estimates of profile L&ag based on the bmndary-~aydr thickness
at the trailing edge may be considerably in error because of failure
of the theory to predict accurately the boundary layer at the
trailing edge and because of.failure to take into account the

—

vertical static-pressure gradient of the wake.
—
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Because flap hinge moments exe c~itically affected by boundary-
lsyer conditions, it would be desirable to have reliable estimates
of boundary-l~er pemmeters before an attempt is made to determine
their effect on hinge moments. The present investigation was made
to obtain data on the boundary+yer char&cteristics in order to
check the results aga3.nstvalues computed-fromtheory. In addition
to determinations of boundary-layer velocity end static-pressure
Trofiles, measurements were mde of lift, profile.drag, hinge moment,
and pressure distribution. N@ comparison with test data, theoretical
boundery-layer parameters are given for the game conditions as those
used in several of the tests, measured pressure distributions being
used for the calculations, l?orone model configuraticm, the theoretical
vertical stati~ressure gradient was also estimated,

SYMBOLS

The coefficients and symbols used are defined as follows:

airfoil section lift coefficient fZ/qc)

airfoil section &ag coefficient [d/qc)

flap sectio~hinge-moment ccmfficient (h/qc#)

pressure coefficient at wing surface
(w)

pressure coefficient in air stream
(p+)

pressure coefficient at edge of boundary layer

(

3?” - P*.—
~ )

section lift per unit span

aecticm drag per unit span

or wake

flap section hinge moment, positive when tending to defleot
flap downward

chord of airfoil

●
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. ohord of flap behtnd hinge ..

free-stream dynamic pressure
()
p ~02
z

static pressure at

static pressure in

static pressure at

free-stream static

local veloclty

airfoil surface ..-

alr stream

edge of boundary layer or wake

pressure

velocity Just outside boundary layer or wake

free-stream velocity

density of air

distance

distance

chord

distance

angle of

from airfoil leading edge along chord line

above airfoil surface or distance above proJected

line of flap when ~ >1.0

ebove surface to edge of bound=y layer

attack

trailing+dge angle ..-—

flap deflection, positive downward

nondimensional displacement thiclmess

q)

~(, +@

o

nondimensional mommtum thickness
(;[ ] $:-(V di

alternate definition of nondimensional momentum

“thichess[~$~~~?t-PtJd@~ -
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H boundary-layer-shapeparemetor
()

~

G/c

ii alternate definition of’bcmndary-layer-shaye

Subscripts:

u uncorrected value

1 value et

t tab

Ill Orm-hd.f

()aoz
Cta = —

aa, e

mrvey statim

difference between upper- and

NACATI? NO. 1304

lower-surface

—.

value

The subscripts outside the mrenthesis denote the variables
held constant whefi the partial derivatives are taken.

A~~~~s

A k-foot-ohord airfoil model
mounted in the ~- by 6-foot test

AND MODELS

of NACA 651+12 contour was
section of the Langley stabtlity

tunnel as shown in figure 1. The airfoil completely spanned the test
section and was sealed at the walls except for a gap of 3/16 inch orI
each side of the flap to ell.owfreedom far hinge-moment measurements.
The airfoil was made of laminated mahogany finished with paint and

8
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sanded to an aerodynamic smoothness. Fitted in
only were a series of static pressure orifices.
used with this airfoil; one having the original

the upper surface
Two flapa were
contour ($ = 69

is referred to as the basic flap, and one having flat sides with
a 25° bevel is referred to as the modified flap. (-e f~g: 2.)
Both flaps had fabric seals. The flaps were connected by means of a.
shaft to a hinga+noment balance which was rotated for changes in
flap deflection. Changes in angle of attack were accomplished by
rotation of end disks in which the model was fitted.

Boundary-layer velocity and static-pressure profiles were
measured by means of “mice” consisting of a number of total-pressure
and static-pressure tubes.of O.OhO-inch outside-diameter hj&dermic
tubing. Three sizes of total-pressure mice were used, each coneistin&-
of six total-pressure tubas flattened to have an opening of 0.006 inch
and each having the tubes spaced to survey a definite range above
the airfoil surface. A static-pressure “mOUS6” consisting Of six
static-pressure tubes, spaced to measure the statio-pressure profile
from the surface to a point 2 inches above the surface, was used,
Each of the tubes was calibrated againet a tube for which th6
characteristics were known.

Wake profiles were measured with the mice mounted on mama
fastened to the flap ae illustrated in figure l(a). In prder to
reduce interference as much as possible, all rubber leads were
brought straight back to e streamline strut mounted vertically
behind the airfoil.

Boundary-layer transition was obtained at the desired location
%y means of transition strips glued to both the upper and lower
airfoil surfaces. The strips were made’of “Scotch” cellulose tap:

having, fixed to one side, a
$
-inch bend of sawdust which had b~en

.
filtered through a ~-inch mesh screen.

Lift
to static

Aw
was measured by means of an integrating manometer connected
orifices in the floor and ceiling of the tunnel.

TESTS

For the boundary-layer, wake, and static-pressure teets, the .
Lan@ey stability tumel was run at a dynamic pressure of 24.9 pounds
per square foot whtch, for standard sea-level conditions, cozzrespmied
to a velocity of approximately 99 miles per hour and to a Remolds
number of apjjroxh.nately3.68x 106. 3inge+no~nt, lift, and drag testi
were run at a higher
in order to increase

dynamic preesure (39.’7pounds per square foot)
the forces so that greater accuracy could be

.—
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obtained. This dynamic
appr~imately 125 tiles

,

pressure
per hour

NACA TN No. 13~

corresponds to a velocity of
and to aRe~olds number of 4.64 X 106.

The following table presents a summery of’the tests made and
the model confifiations used:

Type of tests

Boundary layer

Do-------

Do- -------

Do--- ------

Face

—————.
-.5 s Location of

(%g) (deg) transitim

o 0. Nose

o 0 0.500

~~ 0’ Free

o % Nose

Range Range ~ Free

Because a s.smnetricalairfoil was used, measurements were made
on only the uppe~ surface, md the tests at-a negativo amgle of attack
or fla~ deflectim were used as the equivalent of lower-surface
measmements for positive angles of attack and flap an@es.

In order to obtain velocities through the boundary layer as
accurately as possible, stetic-pressureproftle surveye were made
in order that the static pressure corresponding to the actual position
of the total-pressure tube above the airfoil surface could be ueed.
in the calculations. The total and static pressures in the boundary
layer were measured relative to the total pressure in the free stream.
The positions of the tubes above the surface were masure”d by means
of a microscope which read to the nearest 0.001 inch. A tube-hei@t
correction was then applied for the effective center locatlon as
given in reference 1.

TUNNEL CORRECTIONS

Tunnel correoti.onswere applied to only the angle-of-attack,
hinge+mnent, lift, and drag data. No corrections wore applied to
the pressure+listri%uticnor boundary-layer data. Because the model
chord was lerge compared wtth the tunnel height, it was found
necessary to apply a correction to the angle of attack for lift
caused by flap deflection. Thus, the hinge+ncme~t and lift data,
presented against flap deflection, are derived from cross plots and
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are given without test-point s~tols. The equations used in
‘correctingthe data are:

a= 1.0915~+ 0.00685

cd = o.g8C@

Ch
= Cm + 0.01.81 ‘Cl

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

In the discussion that follows, the airfoil witlnthe true-
contour (@ = 60) flap will be referred to as the basic<lap model
and the same airfoil with a beveled (~ = 2’j”) flap will be referzwd
to as the modified-flap model.

Pre~sure distributions.- Before pressure-distribution tests

were made, a bgundary-l~er survey revealed that tranoitlon occurred
behind the theoretical ntnimum-pressure point for ~ = 0°, 5 = Oo.

This transitionlocation was attrllut.edto the low Reynolds nymber of th~
tests and.to the low turbulence level of the tunnel. Since for the
boundary-l~ver calculations that were to be made, it was neceesa~y
to how the position of transitions roughness strips were used
to cause transition at a desired location fcr most of the.test
configurations.

Pressure distributions are given in figure Sfor several
angle+f-attack and flap configurations. The pressure distribit$on _
for ~=0°,5= 0°, basic-flap model, transition at O.~,

.-

(fig. 3(a)) shuws good agreement with a theoretical curve con@r&$d“-----
by a nmthod similar to that of reference 2. The theoretical”pressties
are somewhat lower near the leading edge and somewhat higher .
behind 0.60c than the test values. A distortion in the measured
pressure distributions caused by the flap gap. Movement of the
transition tape to the leading edge had little effect on the pressure
distribution for this model configwation.

-.

A comparison of the pressure distributions for the basic-flap
and modified-flap models indicates that, for all configuraticais

.-
.
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tested, the modified-flap model had a more negative static=pressure
gradient from the hinge lfne to the bevel than the basic-flap model;
behind the bevel, however, the static-pressuregradient was less
negative.

Boundsry-lWer end wake profiles.- Static-pressure Yrofiles

for varfous positions along the airfoil and behipd the trailing
edge are presented in figures 4 to 13. The assumption of a constant
static pressure through a boundary lqer, used in most boundary-
layer calculations, is shown to be close~ approached except in
regions where small radii of curvature exist, such as are found
at 0.937c on the modified flap. (Seo fig. 9(k). )

W5th the assumpticinthat, for small distances above the airfoil,
the streamlines are concentric area and that changes in static
Fressure will be a function of the centrifugal force of air
particles treverslnga curved path, computatims of the variation
of static pressure with distance above the airfoil surface were
made. Since this computatZcm determined only the change in static
pressure above the surface, the increments were subtracted from the
values determined by the surface orifices, eni these values are
shown plotted in figure 4. For most positions the computed statlc-
Fresmre gradients above the surface were almost the same as th
measured gradienta. Above the surface the measured press-we? faired
into the values determined from surface orifices exceyt in regions
where there existed a surface discontinuity or a high curvature.

,,
Velocity profiles for various yositions along the airfoil and

behind,the trailing edge.are presented in figures 14 to 33. The
velocity profiles at 0.021c for the conditions with transition tape
at the leading”edge.(figs.15, 18,19, &W,2?3,and2Y) s;:~
that the tape.has a marked effect on the local profile shape. The
distortion is soon damped out, however, and a normal turbulent
profile develops. Leminar selwaticn is not indicated.

Just ahead of the flap gap for ~ = Oo, 5 = -6°, with transition
at the leadlng edge, the velocity close to the surface.begins to
decrease, then.to increase again as the gap is passed. {*e fi&s. 18
and 28.) Because of the negative pressure gradient,no se~are,ticm
has taken place and the boundary layer becames more stable as it .
progresses rearward. For ~=O”,5= 60,however, althoughao
separation is shown at the flap gap, the boundwy layer becomes
less stable as the trailing edge is &pproachSd becaus@of the
pcmitfve statcic-preseuregradient. On the modified flap, for all
configurations except-

2
= 00, 5 = 60, the ’boundarylayer behind

the gap becomes mcrresta lb until the bevel Is reached becaupe of
the favorable static-pressuregradient. Beyond the ‘be~el,the
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podtive. static-pres~e grad-Lentcauses an approach to ieperation,g
The velocity profiles of the mcdifiad flap show a greater tendency
toward separation than those of the basic flap, but in no &ee ~s ‘--
sepmatimn indicated..,.

For cq=”6°, 5 = O“ and for ~ = 0°, 5’= 6° (figs.22,”23j” ““-”
32ia@i .33)tho V@OCitypi*OfilOB b~hind the trailing edge show the
rapid rise and spreading oi’.thewake region ae the distance is ,.-
increesed: J’+stbehind the airfoil there is & rapid increase in the
minimuh velocity in the wake, and the “profilegradually aJproac@s a
sjnznetrtcslshape,

.-
. .

,. ,-,.

The veloctty Frofiles in the wake cf,,bothSirfoils, for the
angle of atteck end flap-deflection configurations (fi@-?2j .23S
32s &nd 33) iadicato that, for ’positiveangles of attack and flap. -
an~les, %h& velocity at the edg~ of”the bo~d~y layer of the up~er
eurface was slightly higher than the velocity at the edge:.ofthe
boundary layer of the lower surface. Sfmilar results h.svebeen
reported ,inreference 3 and do not neceeserily Indicate..thatinfinite
velocities”occur around the treiling edge since the velocity profiles
at khe t~ailing ed& show ttit the surface velocity is probably
zero. Because of the difference in ~elocity betiween.the,upper and
lower surface at the trailing edge, the wske cuzzvatureis.~el~eved
to be effected. This curvature ?neybe illustrated by figure 3~,” :
whioh is a plot of vertical position of minimum velocity in the
wake againet chordwfse posit~on’.x/c. The figure chows the.rapid ‘
change in wake-cent’erdirection occurritig~closeto the trailing “’:
edge. For both amgle of at$ack and flap-deflaction conftguratlon,s,
the wake center is ‘shownto riee)above a plene formed by,the trail$ng
edge and oxtenfiingin the direction of the free stre~. . ,. . .

Fig&e 35 is a plot of the “statfcpressures at the vertic~ ,
position of minimum velocity in the wake against chordwi~e pcmit~o$ x/c.

-.

A static-pressu&e rise is i.mli.catedimmediately behind the trailing
edge for both the basic and modified fla~. This rise was observed
in the tests of reference 3 ~d”for the zero+ift ’conditionwas
attributed to ~*cWvature of the,strqaqil.ineswhich.contract as they
flow past thq.trailin~ edge.” In a nonviscous”flhid the maxim
contraction”of the streamlines flctiing.from the @foil. would
occur at the ~railtng edge, but In a viscous fluid, be,causeof the
eud.flenreduction in skin friction as ‘theair.pa~qes the a“mfoil,,
the me.@.~ coritractionof”the stieaml.inesoccuzw aomowbat’behind
the tra~lihg e~e~ ~t~LOU@-%hiS”COn~raCtiOO 0$ the.etr@mJines”
behind the trailing edge would be associated with a“pressu& hop -—

in accordance with I!ernoullitstheoram. account must be taken of
the fact that the air is changfng
a rise in preesure to balance the

dira&ion rapidly, and requir&
centrifugal forces. When the
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airfoil is producing lift, the difference in velocity–between the
upper and lower surface at the edge of the boundary layer of the
regia behind the trailing edge apparently influences the wake
curvature, and, consequently, causes a change in preslmre rise as
indicated by figures 34 and 35. .The greater pressure rise from the
modified flap than from the basic flap may be caused by the more
rapid change of direction of the stremnl.inesbehind the trailing
edge.

pounder’v-layer _o~ameterq.- Figures 36 and 37 show a comparison
between measured and theoretical boundary-layerparameters for both
the basic and modified NACA 65 -012 flap models. The boundary-layer

*paranmters were computed from he meamzred-velocity profiles by the
?mthod given in the appendix. By using the measured pressure
distributions, the tiieoreiicalresults were obta+ned by a modification
of the method of reference.k,for conditions with transition at the
leading dge and by the method of reference 5 for other transition
locations. The modification consisted in solv~ng an integrated form
of the equations of Gruschwitz and von K&man ky an iteration process
which acco~ted for the chordwise variation of skin friction. The
following table s~izes the configurationspresented and indicates
the method used in calculating the boundary-layer parameters:

Flap

Basic

Modified

Both

Both

Both

Both

-6

-6

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

6

0

0

Asm.nned
transition location

0.80c

0.938c

nose

Nose

Nose

Nose

o.50C

Reference for
computation method

5

.4

4

4

4

5

In the theoretical calculations the assumption Waamade that the
nondimensional mcmentum thickness @/c is con~inuous through
the transition point, the value of’ E chan~es suddenly frcm a
laminar to a t&bulent value, and the nondi~nsional d~srdacement
thickness &+/c is discontinuous through the transition-point,
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.
For nest of the model conditions, the computed values of fj*/c

and ~/c compare well with measured values forward of x/c = 0.80,
the position of the flap gap. Behind the 0.80c position, several
of the model configurations show luge variations from theory. For
the basi~flap model at w = oo, 5 = 60 (tig. 36) with transition at
the nose, the calculated values of the boundary-layer thiokness are
considerably smaller than the measured values behind the hinge.
Frcmthe velocity profiles and the rapid increase in the value of H,
i% may be seen that separation is being approached. The boundary-
layer parameters ol? the modified-flap nmdel for the mm airfoil
configuration compare very well with theory until the bevel is reached~
at which location the tests indioate separation tendencies. Although
a very high value of H is reached (2.35), final separation is not
shown by the velocity profiles at the trailing edge (fig. 33).
Since reference 5 predicts separation when H reaches a value between
1.8end2.6,thepossibilityexists that the mouse tubes near the
surface, which measure en average flaw, will not alway~ indicate when
separation has taken place. The theoretical boundery layer on the
lower surface for the same configuration compares well with the
measured values except over the region between the hinge line and the
bevel. For this regig, tests indicate a thinner boundary layer
than theory.

In general, a comparison of measured end theoretical boundary-
layer parameters indicates that for sudden changes in pressure
gradient or airfoil profile, large errors in computed boundary-layer
characteristics are possible.

..
For both flaps, the assumed laminar value of H (equals 2.15

from reference 6) wasnotreachedbut,in general, the assumed
turbulent value of H (equals 1.4 from reference 5) was reached.
Although there is considerable scatter of the test points, in a
favorable pressure gradient and for a turbulent boundary layer, the
value of H appears to remain essentially constant. (*e figa~ 36
and 37.)

From the measurements at ~ = 0°, ~“= 0°, transition at 0.50c,
the value of H does not appear tochange suddenly through the
tremsition point even when transition is inducedby a roughness
strip. The changq from laminar to turbulent profile seems to start
8ome distance ahead of the tape and to become fully developed as the
tape is reached. No measurements were made at the transition position
because of the presence of the tape and measurements ahaad azxi .
behind were too limited to get a quantitative indication of the
transition range.

.

Ih order to ~et an indication of what is happening
boundary layer beyond the trail- edge, the assum~tion

to the
was ~de
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that the peak of the wake velocity-profile curves defined a line
where the uppez= and lowez%wrfaoe boundary layers Joined. Based
on this assumptions a positive angle of attack or flapiieflectton
ccmfiguratlon on either basic or modified-flap model indicated an
increase in the boundary-layer parameters for the lower-surface
wake behind the trailing edge. This result is caused by andxlng
action in which the lower’energy air from the upper surface tingles
with the air from the Lower surfaoe,whichtends tc make the wake
patterns s.wetrica.?,.Because of this mixing aotion, no real dividing
line exists between the upper- and luwer+urface wake and defining
a streamline in the wake.region becomes difficult.

Xl}ofile drag.- +thought+e pro~ile-&ag coefficient should be “
unique for.& giv~n configurationrega@Je~s of the Station at which
a wake profile .ismeam.u~ed,computations indicated that> if the wa~-
profile measuring.plane was close to the trailing edije,various
values could be-obtained, depending upon “theassumptions m&de in”
deriving the profile-drag equaiions. A stiw”y of’the computation
methods used, the assumptions involvod, and the profile-drag
equation follows:
.—:.y-~, -.

@thod Assumptions Equation

1. Linear variation of H E1+5
with loge (Uo/U); 26-

()

T
no static-pressure Cd = ‘CA #
gradient in wake 01
(reference 8)

2 Linear verlation of E
with lcge (Uo/U] . -

H1+5
static-pressure 281 ~ --z-
gradient in wake cd!=——

(Developed from
.C ()%1

reference 3.)

3 Wnliqear variati~ of
~ with ~Oge (TJ~U)
static-pressure -. .-,H’+,(eJ: Io&&)cFt

gradient in wake C*=3+

()

.

(Eevelopedfrom c o~
reference 8,) ‘“ .-

4 Melville Jones$wake
method (reference 7) cd = 2

I [:$~’-{$~] .($].
.. ... .

.

F-

The results obtained by the various methods are shown in table 1.
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M reference8 a linearrekkion
basedon a verylhitsd mount of test
used to relate the profile drag to the
veloeity near the trailing edge. This

13

betieen lo% Uo/U and H,
data (three test points),is
boundmy layer and local
equaticm is

E,+5

2 (5)

Figure38 presents a plot of tke relation l% ~ against H

for both the basic- and modified-flap model for various model
configurations. Shown in the figure is a line representing a linear
relation of the function from the trailing edge to infinity,
assumed in reference 8 to obtain equatton (5). The present data
indicate nonlinearity of’the curves, especially in the region
close to the trailing edge (high values of H). This nonlinearity
in the traflin~ge region is belteved to be a function of the
pressure rise previously described. Since equation (5),which is
used in calculating profile drag of em airfoil by estimating the
boundary layer at the trailing edge frcm theoretical considerations,

.7
assumes a lhear relation between l~e ~ and H, further tests

of flow characteristics existing In this region appear to be
desirable.

Table I presents the estimated Frofiltizag coefficients of
the basic-and modified-flap model for several model cotiigurations
calculated from wake-velocity profiles at several posltfons
behind the trailing edge. The drags calculated by equation (5)
show large variations with distance from the trailing edge because
of static-pressure gradients in the wake. This difficulty was
poir@ed out in reference 8, andan alternatedefinitio~of the
nondimensional momentum thickness e/c and shape parameter H
was given in appendix III of reference 8 which accounted for the
static-pressure gradient. Thus,

(6)

(7)
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,.

Tablo I Shows that application of these alternate definitions .
cormidera.blyreduces the variation of computed drag-coefficient
with distance of wake measurement from the trailing edge.

In view of the nonlinearity of the relation between lo~~y

and H es.pointed out previously, drag coefficients were calculated
by use of tile
the following

measured variation of the velocity function from
relatlon:

(8)

Also, drag coefficients were co?nputedby the Melville Jonesf
method (reference7). Though considerable variation of.tia$
coeffj,cientwith distance from the trailing edge is still prosent~
because of the inaccuracies in the mthod of measuring wake patterns
in two parts, no great increaoe in accuracy avpears to be obtained
by the use of equation (8). A comparison of the dzzagcoefficients
calculated by the alternate definition of the %oundarplayer
parameters with those com~uted by the Melville Jcnasl methcd Indicates
that, for angle of attack and aileron-deflection ctifigurations,the
drag will be overest~.matedfor rneamre?nentsnear the trailing edge.
Some of this vcdation maybe caused by the difficulty in determining
accu~atel~ the .velosityat the edge of the boundary layer.

This investigation indicates that far profile*ag determin~tions~
measurements very close to the bady should be avoided and that, in
using equations which relate the profile drag to the meesured houndary-
layer or wake characteristicsnear the trailing edge, the static-
presaure gradient should be taken into account. m addition, a
theoretical Calctiation of profile dr~” which inVOl~8S an estimaticm
of the boundary-layer thickness at the trailing edge could be
considerably in error because “ofthe failure to take the vertical
static-pressuregradient into account and because of the possibility,
as dtscussed in the section on boundary-layer pemmetersj that –
theory will fail to predict accurately the boundary-layer at the
ti”ailingedge. ~ .- —

~orceand hinge-momentdata,-l’orceandhinge+nomentdatafor
thebas~ap modelandthe modified-flapmodelarepresentedin

.

figures39 to !}1forthefree-transitioncondition.A summary of
hinge+noment and lift para@ers measured from these data are as
7011OWS:

1
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Flap c~ I
I Chb CZa

I
C?&

———
Basic -0.0047 -0.0111 0.107 0.058

Modified .0048 -.0047 ●093 .044
*

With free transition, the minimum profile drag cf both tke
basic- and the modifisd-flap model is the came since transition
occurs at the mne position for both flaps. With change in lift
coefficient, however, the mcdified-flap model has the greater
profile drag.

The basic-flap model has a considerably higher lift-curve
slope than the modified-flqp mc-delbecause of the large difference
in trailing-edge angle. Thfs trailing+d~e-angle effect on the...
model characteristics may be cmsidered to be caused hy local changes
in effective mean-line camber brought about by the fact that the
boundary layer over the upper surface is different from that over
the lower surface. Figure 42,which is a plot of the effective-mean
line 6*Jc against position x/c, indicates that the modified flap
has a greater effective-camber chmge near the tratling edge than the
basic flap. This effective-camber change cauaes the bevel to act
as a balancing tab for smell changes in angle of attack or flap
deflection; thus,a reduction is obtained in the variations in lift
and in hinge moment with angle of attack or with flap deflection.
(See ffge. 39 to 41.) At large positive flap deflections, however,
separation of the boundary layer occurs ahead of the bevel on the
upper surface, and on the-lower surface the boundary layer is
very thin. The balancing effect of the up~er-mrfac~ bevql is
consequently lost amd the balancing effect of the lower-em-face
bevel acts like a trim tab,as shcwn by the fact thattk.slqeM“
hinge-momnt curve of the modified flap approaches that of the

the

basic flap. The hinge+noment curves fcr both the basic and modified
flap fail to pass through the origin because of inaccuracies in
construction of the models. After teets were com@eted the basi~”
contour flap was found to have a slight upward curvature near the
trailing edge and the modified flap was found to have 0.8° upward
deflection of the bevel center line.

On the assumption that 5*m/c (see fig. 42) defined changes in
mean-line shape which would cause experimental hinge moments to
differ from those computedby thin-airfoil theory, hinge monmts
were estimated from figure 42 by use of an extension of reference 9.
These calculations indicated that a considerable improvement in
boundary-layer theory will be necessary before satisfactory
estimations of flap characteristics will be possible, since departures —

-i
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of flap characteristics from perfect-fluid theory are primarily
cawed by the ?mmdary l~er. Not only $IUStithe zg@tu&e of
the boundary-layer parameters be accurately predicted, but the
rates of change in the magnitude of these boundary-layer parameters
along the surface must alsobe accurately predicted because the
flap hinge-moment characteristics are dependent on these rates of’
change,

CONCLUDING NZMARKS

Measurements obtained from tw@imension!Q tests of the
NACA 65r-012airfoil indicated that the static-pressure gradient
through the boundary layer may be lerge in regions wkere the airfoil
has a small radius of curvature, end a static-pressure rise at the
vertical position of minimum weke velocjty for f3nm section just
behind the trailing edge is shown to exist. For Increase in angle
of attack and flap deflection, the presm.zrerise behind the trailing
edge was shown to inorease.

Good agreement between measur@ Ixvmday-lsyer characteristics
and those calculated from measured pressure distributions was
obtained for positions ahead of the flap h!nge. 3ehlnd the flap
hinge the agreement between measured boundary-layer characteristics
and those calculated from measured pressure distributions was not
so good. Because the discnpmcy,betmen measmed. and calculated
boundary-layer parameters is greatest in the region near the
trailing edge where the effect on,hinge moments.is the greatefit,
methods for more accurately predicting the,boundary layer in this
region appear to be necessary before satisfactory estimations of
hinge moments from calculated boundary layers may be made.

. In the equetions which relate the profile drag to the measured
boundary-layer or wake characteristicsnear the trailing edge the
static-pressuregradient”should be taken into account.

A theoretical calculation of profile drag, which involves an
estimation of the boundary-layer thickness at the trailing edge,
could be considerably in error because of failure.of the theory in
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accurately predicting the boundary layer at the trailing edge and
because of the failure to take the vertical static-pressure gradient
into account.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advjsory Committee for Aeronautics

Langley Field, Vs., Janua%y 15, 1947
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APPENDIX

SUGGESTEDl$9THODOF ~G BOUNDARY-LAYER

PARAMETERS FROM YELOCITY PROFILES BY

THE USE OF A MECHANICAL INTEGRATOR

A graphical method of determining boundary-layer parameter
directly from measured-velocity proffles is presented, This method
was found convenient because of the great amount of labor that may
be saved in determining both b*/c and O/c from one plot. Since
the method involves taking the difference between a moment and an
area as determined by a mechanical integrator, a lame-scale plot
should be used to obbain satisfactory accuracy. A t~~cal bo;ndary-
layer profile is illustrated in the following sketch:

u/U.

(K,5’/c)
.—. —.. .

“$:7!/\\“’

‘(

y/c

!The method necessitates finding the shaded area shown in the
sketoh, and its moment with respect to the axis y/c. Inasmuch as
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u then~a K=—sUo

19

&F=&

c K

where A is the shaded area of figure. Also, since

~

e-= p 1c K’-JHi .@)-:
c

o’-

Nov, if the moment of the shaded area is taken about the y/c axis,

. .
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where M is moment of shaded area or
.

y_

1 (o)
2cK2.&

M=
2

d(~)

o

Therefore,by substitution:

6-=~..&J
C&K

.

-_
*
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TABLE I
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SECTIOHDRAG COEFFICIENTSCAICUIATEDBY VARIOUSMETHODSX

?
station ~aie-flap -61, ~d Modified-flapmodel,Od

x/o 1
I

2 I 3 I 4 1 I
2 3

I
4

% = 00;-6 = 00;Trsnsltionat 0.500
I

1.000 0.00650.00570.00580.00600.008
1.013
1.025 :$%

IO@” $3; ::$J ;# ‘;:% O:jj# ‘jg$~

l.qo
1.100 :%$E :::% :%% :%Z .oo6~ ::% .0062 .0064

%= OO;6 = OO; Transit3.on at leadingedge

1.000 0.0104 0.0098 0::):; 0.0097 0:Cns O::;:: O::;:$ o● 0098
1.013 .0112 .Q103 .0099 .0101
1.025 .0107 .0102 .0101 .0099 .0115 .0103 ●0103 .0100
1.*O ●0101 .0098 .0098 .0097 .0101 .009

?
.0095 .0100

1.100 ● 0097 .0096 ●0095 .0092 .0096 .009 .0093 ●0094
7

%
=00;6= 60; Transitionat leadingedge

1.000 I0.0L2110.011810.0118tO.Ollh10.013810.0130\00013310.0118

1.100I ...._T.- -., . 1 # . , ..1 ..I:oILI 10116!:o@?1 :0116I ;00981.0097I .00971.oloi
= 60; 6 = oO; Transj.t~On f~e

1.000 0.0119O.OIJ
0?

o.oll~O:::;l0:Olz 0::;2
J

0.01260.0111
1.013 .0111 ,01 .0107

d
.0116 ● 0107

1.025 .0113 ●011.2e0111 ●01 ● 0122 .011
0?

.0116 ●0109
1.050 ●0111 .0110 .0110 .0106 .01

%
.01 .0106 .0101

1.100 .0102 ●O1O1 ●0101 ● old+ .010 .0103 .0103 .0105

HI+5
281 ~

‘Method1:
()

-Z-
Od=c—— WI (referenoe 8)

RI*
2;1

.

Method 2:
()

--z--
cd== ~zl (developed from reference 8)

f
RI

0

E1+2 10ge(Uo/U)dE
Method 3: ca=~u

ui7~
(=)l.O (developedfrom reference8)

Method 4: Jones~ method (ref’erenoe7)

NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
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.

(a) Rear view.

Figure1.- View oftheNACA 651-012airfoilmodel showing method of

- Basic-flap contour.mounting mice.
.

.
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(b) Front view showing W.nsition strips.

Figure 1.- Concluded.
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(a) Airfoil contour.
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Figure 2,- Dimensions and pressure -ortiice locations for the
NACA 651-012 airfoiL
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Basic flap

/

Modified flap
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COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

(b) Flap

Figure 2.-

contour_
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Figure 12, - Wake static-pressure profiles for the
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Figure 16.- Velocity profilesfor the NACA 651412 aitioilat ~ = -6°, ~ = 0°, titi

free transition. Basic~p contour.
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Figure 17.- Velocity proties for the NACA G51-012 ~oU at au = Go> 5 = 00 ~witi

free transition. Basic-flap contour.
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Figure 18.- Velocity profilesfor the NACA 651-012 airfofiat ~ = 0°, 5 = -6°, with

transitionstripsat the leading edge. Basic-flap contour.
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Figure 19.- Velocity profflesfor tie NACA 651412 airfoilat ~ = 0°, 5 = 6°, with .
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transitionstripsat the leading edge~ Basic-flap contour.
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Figs.20,21 NACA TN ~0. 1304
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Figure 20. - Wake velocity profilesfortheNACA 651-012airfoilat
oau=O, 8=0°, withtransitionstripsatO.50c. Basic-flap

contour.
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Figure 21.- Wake velocity profiles for the NACA 651-012 airfoil at
o

%J=O’5
= 0°, with transition strips at the leading edge. Basic -

flap contour.
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NACA TN No. 1304 Figs. 22,23

%.

Figure 22. - Wake velocity profiles for the NACA 651-012 airfoil at

au =
6°, 5=0° , with free transition. Basic-flap contour.

F@uxe 23. - Wake velocity profiles for the NACA 651-012 airfoil at
oau =0,6 = 6°, with transition strips at the leading edge.

Basic-flap contour.
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Figure 24.- Velocity profilesfor the NACA 651412 airfoflat au = 0°, ~ = 0°, with

transitionstripsat 0.50c, Modified-p contour.
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Fiwe 25.- Velocity profilesfor the NACA 651-012 ~rfofl at ~ = 0°, 5 “00 ~wifi

transitionstripsat the leading edge. Modified-flap contour.
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Figure 26.- Velocity profilesfor the NACA 651412 airfoilat au = -6°, 6 = 0°, with

free transition. Modified-flap contour.
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Figure 27.- Velocity profilesfor the NACA 651412 airfoilat ~

~ 1 free transition. Modified-flapcontour.
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Figure 28.- Velocity profilesfor the NACA 651412 tirfoU ~ ~ = 0°, 5 = ‘6°, with

transitionstripsat the leading edge. M@ifid ‘~p COllh~.
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11 Figure 29.- 2Velocity profilesfor the NACA 651412 -oil at ~ = 0°, 6 = 6°, wi~ .
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Figs.30,31
..

NACA TN No. 1304
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FigureX).- Wake velocity profiles for the NACA 65, +12 airfoil at
o

au=O, 8= 00, with transition
contour.

strips at0.50c.L Modified-flap

Figure31.- Wake velocity profiles for the NACA 651-012 airfoil at

%=00’ 6= 0°, with transition strips at the leading edge.
Modified-flap contour.
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NACA TN No. 13~ Figs. 32,33
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Figure 32.- Wake velocity profiles for the NACA 651-012 airfoil at

% = 6“J 6 = 0°, with free transition. Modified-flap contour.
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Figure33.- Wake velocity profiles for the NACA 651-012 airfoil at

au = o“, 5 = 6°, with transition strips at the leading edge.
Modified-flap contour.
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Figure 24.- Vertical positionof miirhnum wake velocityfor the
“NACA 651-012 airfoil. Basic- and modified-flapcontours.
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NACA TN No. 1304 Fig. 36 cone.
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NACA TN No. 1304 Fig. 37 cone.
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Figure 37. - Concluded.



Fig. 38 NACA TN No. 1304
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Figure 38. - Relation between velocity at the edge of the wake and the
boundary-layer-shape parameter for the basic - and modified -flap
contours.



NACA TN No. 1304 Fig. 39
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Figure 39.- Lift and drag characteristics of the NACA 651-012 airfoil
.

with a basic and a modified flap. Free transition; R = 4.64 x 106,
6 = 00.
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Figure 41.- Variation offlap sectionhinge-moment coefficientwith flapdeflectionfor

the NACA 651412 airfoilwith a basic d a rnodfi~ ~P. Freelt=ition.
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Fig. 42 NACA TN No. 1304
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Figure42.- Comparison of the effective-camber change on the
NACA 651-012 airfoil. Basic- md mod~i~-flap conto~s.
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